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Introduction

Welcome to this edition of Market Watch which focuses on our response to the Société Générale (SG) ‘rogue
trader’ incident. We have spoken to firms informally about their own reviews of their systems and controls
following this incident and, consequently, are using this edition to highlight the measures which firms should
consider when reviewing the systems and controls used to protect themselves against ‘rogue trader’ risk.

This material does not represent formal guidance. We intend this edition to be used as the basis for further
discussions between supervisors and their firms. To this end, we have framed key issues as questions throughout
the edition. Some of these are of course familiar from previous ‘rogue trader’ episodes, but are included below. 

Unauthorised trading at Société Générale

On 24 January SG announced that on 18 January it had discovered in Paris unauthorised open futures
positions of about €50bn on three European stock market indices. These positions had been put on by
(what we currently understand to have been) a single ‘rogue trader’ and SG incurred net losses of €4.9bn
before the positions were closed out. The trader seems to have conducted unauthorised trading for a long
time without being detected by the bank’s systems and controls.

Since SG’s initial announcement we have followed very closely the various reports which have been made
public, as well as being in contact with our international regulatory colleagues. We recognise that, in 
view of the criminal investigation in France, and of the ways in which the ‘rogue trader’ appears to have
disguised his activities, there is likely to be more to learn in the future.
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Our supervisors have been speaking informally to 40 - 50 of the largest trading banks in the London
market about how they have been applying the lessons learned. We were pleased to hear that almost all
had discussed internally the relevance of this case to their own business, and many had already put in
place reviews to ensure they identify any gaps in trading controls and close them as soon as possible. So,
from this work, we are highlighting the sorts of measures which firms should consider when reviewing 
the systems and controls which protect them against ‘rogue trader’ risk.

The current volatile market circumstances significantly heighten the chances that inappropriate practices
could quickly lead to record losses, so early discovery and remedial action are even more important than
in ‘normal’ times.

What can firms do?

Firms should contact us if they have any suspicions about unauthorised trading. Similarly, firms should
contact us if they have identified any arrangements as being effective or ineffective, in order that we may
communicate these to firms more widely. We will consider publishing another article if we receive enough
responses, or if further discussions with firms yield information of interest to the wider market. As usual,
this material would be anonymised.

Systems and controls

Please note that we are not commenting specifically on any of the events at SG. Equally, this list should 
be considered neither complete nor exhaustive as we recognise that different firms and different trading
operations require their own particular system and control environments.

Front office culture and governance

Q1. How does the firm make sure that the right incentives are in place to promote appropriate
oversight and governance in the front office?

• Firms should consider the quality of the routine Management Information (MI) as well as exception
reports available to trading management and whether they need updating or varying – in light of
business changes as well as this ‘rogue trader’ incident. In addition, consideration should be given to
how clearly responsibilities and reporting lines are set out. Firms should consider whether there are
clear incentives in place to make sure that control and oversight by front office management is
promoted and rewarded.

• For example, if a trader has a high number of cancelled and amended trades in a period, firms should
consider if this would be brought to the attention of senior trading management and control functions
through routine reporting.

• Firms should also consider whether the front office culture is designed to prevent ‘rogue trader’
activities. For example, are traders encouraged (or required) to take two- week continuous holidays?
As well as being a useful tool in catching a ‘rogue trader’ this could also prove to be a preventative
measure. Firms could also give consideration to ‘desk holidays’ where traders take a break from
marking or valuing their own books, and a colleague takes over this responsibility. 
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Trading mandates and limits

Q2. How does the firm make sure that appropriately specified trading mandates are in place, that
they are up to date and are monitored against?

• Firms should consider whether there are trading mandates in place for each trader, and how detailed
these mandates are – for example, do they set out the products and markets the trader can trade along
with corresponding risk limits? Additionally, consideration should be given to which parties agree and
sign the mandates – are traders, trading management and risk management all involved? 

• Firms should also consider whether this mandate is used as the basis for monitoring the activities of
the trader by both front office and independent control functions, and whether a proper process of
escalation and challenge is in place to investigate any breaches of these parameters.

Control functions: culture and challenge 

Q3. How does the firm make sure that the control functions are sufficiently skilled and can
provide effective challenge to the front office?

Q4. How does the firm make sure that the checks and controls work as they are intended?

• Firms should consider whether there are persons in all areas of the control functions that have
sufficient understanding, skill and authority to challenge front office staff effectively when agreed
parameters for activity are breached or when something else suspicious takes place. 

• For example, is the use of suspense accounts understood by middle and back office, and challenged
when used inappropriately by front office? Is suspicious activity across these accounts escalated to,
and acted on, by senior management? 

• To support the effective implementation of processes and procedures, consideration should be given 
to management’s commitment to recruiting and retaining quality staff as well as the provision of
appropriate training. 

Risk management and limits

Q5. How does the firm make sure that that all material, exotic and basis risks are captured?

Q6. How does the firm make sure that there are limits in place against all material risks and 
that they monitor all risks regularly to assess their materiality?

• Firms should consider whether they have mechanisms in place to monitor traders’ positions by
reference, for example, to trader mandates and overall desk position, for all material risks. 

• Firms should also consider the monitoring of those risks that may be difficult to capture as part of 
a portfolio or firm level risk measure; for example, exotic and higher order risks, basis risks and
liquidity risk. In these cases, consideration should be given to useful tools such as gross notional 
limits or gross sensitivity limits.
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Management information 

Q7. Is the management information on key performance indicators sufficiently detailed and
appropriate? 

Q8. How does the firm pull together information across different middle office teams and control
functions to make sure that poor performance and/or suspicious activity is spotted?

• A trader who trades different products and/or markets may be subject to monitoring by different
middle office teams. So it is therefore important that firms consider the monitoring of operational 
key performance indicators at a trader level. Firms should also consider whether these indicators 
are appropriately escalated and aggregated to enable senior control and front office management 
to assess a trader’s performance across different areas. 

• For example, would a number of ‘yellow’ flags in different areas be aggregated to produce a ‘red’ 
flag if there are common control concerns with a particular trader across different areas?

• Consideration should also be given to concerns raised by a body outside of the internal monitoring
framework. For example, would concerns raised by an exchange be escalated and appropriately
aggregated with other MI to highlight common control concerns? Would issues raised by an exchange
be investigated and verified independently of the trader concerned? 

Off-market rates

Q9. What controls are in place to make sure trades booked at off market rates are flagged 
and challenged?

• Firms should consider the controls that are in place to check transactions done at an ‘off-market’ 
rate. These are important in their own right, for example in a market abuse context, but can also 
be an important element of the systems and controls to prevent ‘rogue trader’ fraud.

• This matters because an attempt to alter the profit and loss (P&L) may require the trader to enter
trades at an off-market rate. By doing so, the trades could reverse any P&L the trader may have
incurred on other positions.

P&L attribution 

Q10. How does a firm make sure that it understands where all the P&L is coming from,
including P&L from more exotic risk and basis risks? 

Q11. Does the firm understand where large day-one P&Ls movements are coming from and
whether they make sense?

• P&L attribution is a key control for understanding the risk in a trading operation as the P&L is the
outcome of the risk taken. So, understanding where the P&L is coming from is very important for
firms, especially where more complex products or basis risks are traded. 

• Firms should consider whether any large day-one P&Ls are adequately analysed – on both simple
transactions and more complex trades – as well as cancelled and amended trades with a large P&L impact. 
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Reconciliations

Q12. How does the firm make sure it has the necessary reconciliations in place and that they
operate effectively?

• Reconciliations are essential controls to ensure positions are consistent throughout the firm’s systems
(e.g. reconciliations between front-office, risk management, and back-office systems), and with the
outside world (e.g. confirmations and reconciliations with custodians, nostro accounts, exchanges, and
brokers). Firms should therefore consider whether their reconciliation processes have been prudently
designed to prevent gaps or significant points of weakness, and to help identify and resolve breaks. 

• Consideration should also be given to the use of key performance indicators (for example, around
aging of unresolved breaks) as these can be an important operational control to monitor and enforce
the robust implementation of reconciliation processes. 

Confirmations

Q13. How has the firm organised its confirmation processes and controls to minimise the risks
associated with unconfirmed trades? 

Q14. How does the firm make sure that the management information it produces is sufficiently
detailed to track adequately the risk profile of outstanding confirmations?

• Clearly, transactions between firms have to be confirmed to make sure the positions booked on 
a firm’s system are accurate and firms should also consider the confirmation of internal trades.
However, firms should think about whether they have a framework in place to track and analyse
outstanding confirmations together with a process for escalation to senior management if the service-
level agreements are not adhered to. 

• Firms should also consider whether reconciliations are done directly between operations functions
rather than involving front office. Although we recognise that the procedures for confirmations 
vary between markets and counterparties, we understand that the practice in most firms is for
confirmations/ valuations to be sent directly from external counterparty/ providers to the middle 
or back office, not via the front office. 

• In this context, consideration should be given to the use of oral affirmation processes – i.e. telephone
confirmations between operations functions where the existence and key economic factors of the
trades are confirmed. These can be a useful near-term control tool, pending the completion of full
documentation and confirmation processes.

• Specific consideration should be given to certain unconfirmed OTC trades which may have
characteristics that pose greater risks. One example would be an OTC trade with no near-term 
cash-flows with a counterparty with whom there are no collateralisation arrangements in place. 

Margining, collateralisation and cash management 

Q15. How does the firm make sure that its margining process is working properly and that any
changes are reconciled to the relevant positions on its book?
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• Large positions usually require large margin or collateral calls. Therefore, firms should consider their
reconciliations of margin and collateral calls to a trader or a book to help make sure that the margin
calls are correct and that the positions on the book are accurate. 

• In addition, consideration should be given to the analysis of subsequent gross and net cash-flows and
whether these can be understood in the context of the trader’s mandate, positions and reported P&L.
For example, if significant net cash-flows are identified, is it clear that these are offset by unrealised
and unmargined/uncollateralised gains or losses elsewhere? 

Segregations of duties and IT security

Q16. How does the firm make sure that access controls are adequate and that its security
measures are adhered to?

Q17. Does the firm have scope to enhance segregation of duties arrangements to limit the
likelihood of malicious action by a single unauthorised user?

• Firms should consider whether IT security and access controls are properly implemented to ensure
that users may only access those functions that their duties require - for example, ‘maker-checker’
distinction or access only to those trade entry mechanisms that correspond to trader mandates. 
Firms should also consider whether these system access rights are revisited afresh on a periodic 
basis. Consideration should be given to specific steps that need to be taken in circumstances when
people move from the middle or back office to working in the front office (or the other way). 

• Elementary IT precautions cover issues such as whether access to systems is password-dependent, and
whether passwords are shared or easy to guess. One common control is to require users to change their
passwords from time to time and to exclude users from the system if they enter the wrong password
more than a few times. Another control firms could consider are location checks – for example, is a
front office person logging onto a computer in the back office? Firms should consider whether they have
a security conscious culture as peer pressure or a lax environment can assist the sharing of passwords. 

Next steps

From recent conversations, we are aware that most, if not all, firms with significant trading activities are
satisfying themselves that their basic controls and governance surrounding trading, risk management and
settlement activities are effective. 

We plan to continue to engage with firms on these issues over the coming weeks and months and hope
that this issue of Market Watch will prove a useful tool in doing so. 

We shall also continue to co-operate with international colleagues and we believe that our current follow-
up work in response to this incident fits well with the questionnaire recently issued by the Committee of
European Banking Supervision (CEBS). We shall also maintain our current regulatory dialogue with
international colleagues about this incident and the wider issues it raises.

For any comments on this edition please speak to your normal supervisory contact. As mentioned above,
if we receive a reasonable number of substantive comments then we may collate these (anonymously) in 
a future publication.
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